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GARY REPORT
The Essential Two-Bird Principle!
Obviously, the scriptural testimony evidenced in the blood of the lamb is the most
important testimony in the entire Bible, looking to the sacrifice of Yahshua. But there is
something else that the Father has hidden from man, even the church, until now when it
too is being fulfilled. Thus, it is only now that we can see and experience it.
In Leviticus 14 we find a most important and dramatically impacting principle, not only
for the church but for all mankind. This is the Two-Bird Principle. Here we find the law
regarding the cleansing of a leper. When a leper was healed, there was a two-part process
that was required in order to restore them. First, the priest went outside the camp where
the lepers were and took two live clean birds, as well as cedar wood, a scarlet thread, and
hyssop. There, one bird was slain in a vessel over running water and its blood was
gathered. Then the priest dipped these items, as well as the live bird, in the blood of the
slain bird, and then sprinkled seven times the one who was to be cleansed. Thereupon,
he was pronounced clean and the second bird was released alive over an open field.
So we see that the first bird was slain, thereby affording the second bird to ascend alive.
This is most important to note. The first bird in fact preceded and paid the price so that
the second bird could escape death and ascend alive.
Of course, one could say that Yahshua was the first bird so that we can escape death and
ascend alive. But obviously, the latter has in fact NOT YET taken place. And the reason
for this is that as Christ laid down His life for all mankind, so the Body of Christ has to
do likewise. They had to die as well, which they have done so for two thousand years.
In truth, as went the afflicted Christ, so has gone the afflicted Body of Christ. This is most
important to note. And, Christ is the only one who has been released alive over an open
field. He was caught up into heaven to be transformed into the heavenly.
Most importantly, let us look at this further. Where do we see yet another initiating firstbird work? The next to fulfill this was the first-bird first Remnant that, very significantly,
Christ Himself established. This included the twelve apostles which He chose,
established, and taught. But did they, as well as the rest of the first Remnant who were
added, ascend alive into heaven? Of course not. They were specifically the first-bird
death work, so that we the second Remnant second bird can ascend alive. Following in
the way of Yahshua, the Bride is the next work, even the first fruit of mankind, to be
released over an open field to ascend alive into heaven.
This two-bird principle is something that, in fact, affects us every day. It is the same
principle of sowing and reaping. The first must be sown into the earth, into death, in
order for fruitfulness to follow. There is only one way one can get fruitfulness, and that
is through the first-bird work. And it is this principle that will give us—the second
Remnant, the second bird—the true fulfillment that we, and even all mankind, need.
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It is noteworthy that every work that ascends alive into heaven must first have a
preceding first-bird death work. Christ was the first to pay the price for ultimately ALL
of mankind. “God so loved THE WORLD!” Then next came the first Remnant which
Christ Himself established, and yes they too died. And we today as the fulfilling secondbird second Remnant, will thereupon not die but ascend alive. Again, this is first bird,
then the second bird. And three thousand years later second-bird Christianity will
ascend alive. And finally, four thousand years later the second-bird nations will ascend.
They too will ascend alive and enter into their heavenly born-from-above bodies as well.
As it is written, “For it is for this we labor and strive, because we have fixed our hope on
the living God, who is the Savior of all men, especially of believers” (1 Timothy 4:10).
And it is equally written: “For as in Adam all die, so also in Christ all will be made alive.
But each in his own order: Christ the first fruits, after that those who are Christ’s at His
coming” (1 Corinthians 15:23-24). Of course those who are Christ’s at His coming are the
Bride. Up to now, have all men suffered death? Indeed so. And ALL men will be made
alive as well.

So, first is the Remnant, His bride, followed by the Body of Christ, Christianity, and is
concluded by the nations, the rest of mankind. Again, He is “the Savior of all men,
especially of believers.” The reality is, we are all leprous and have been put outside the
camp. And by the blood of the Lamb we will all be made clean, we will all no longer be
leprous but will ascend alive and be made clean. Blessed be the name of Yahweh! Amen!
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